Surface-phonon dispersion of a NiO(100) thin film
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A well-ordered 25 ML epitaxial NiO(100) film on Ag(100) as prepared by layer-by-layer growth has been characterized by high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy. Six different phonon branches have been identified in the ΓX direction of the surface Brillouin zone and are compared with first-principles phonon calculations. Whereas the surface Rayleigh mode shows a strong upward dispersion of 173 cm$^{-1}$ in agreement with observations for the NiO(100) single crystal, the other surface phonons and surface resonances show only smaller dispersion widths in ΓX direction. The Wallis and the Lucas phonons are localized at 425 and 367 cm$^{-1}$ at the Γ point, respectively. Additionally, two phonons are identified that have stronger weight at the zone boundary at 194 and 285 cm$^{-1}$ and that become surface resonances at the zone center. The dominant spectral feature is the Fuchs-Kliewer (FK) phonon polariton at 559 cm$^{-1}$, which is excited by dipole scattering and exhibits a rather broad non-Lorentzian lineshape. The lineshape is explained by a FK splitting resulting from the splitting of bulk optical phonons due to antiferromagnetic order. This view is supported by calculations of the surface-loss function from bulk reflectivity data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The late transition metal monoxides have been experimentally studied as prototypes of strongly correlated electron systems that exhibit a magnetic, mainly antiferromagnetic, spin order. The strong electron-electron correlations within the d transition metal electrons lead to the formation of either Mott-Hubbard or charge-transfer insulators despite the presence of partially filled d band. Among all transition metal monoxides, NiO can be considered as the benchmark charge-transfer insulator with a band gap of about 4.0 eV. Therefore, it has been studied in detail with respect to its electronic and optical properties.1–3 The phonon properties of bulk NiO have been studied since the mid-1970s and have recently attracted further attention due to their spin-phonon coupling.4,5 The surface-phonon dispersion has been studied for the low-index surface-phonon dispersion (HAS) previously.10–12 However, charging of the NiO single crystal restricted previous electron scattering investigations in the accessible energy range and prevented full dispersion analysis.10 The high-resolution HAS studies, on the other hand, have been limited to the investigation of the very low-lying excitations.12 In the present study, we use HREELS on a 5-nm-thick NiO(100)-(1 × 1) film epitaxially grown on a metallic Ag(100) where the NiO(100) film is structurally equivalent to a NiO(100) single crystal but avoids significant charging.

In HREELS, the surface phonons are excited by dipole or on-specular electron impact scattering depending on the specular (no electron momentum transfer parallel to the surface) or off-specular scattering geometry, respectively. The selection rules for specular scattering are identical as for infrared absorption spectroscopy. The specular HREEL spectra of NiO(100) are dominated by the macroscopic Fuchs-Kliewer (FK) phonon polariton at 69.5 meV (560.5 cm$^{-1}$), as reported in the early work of Cox and Williams.15 A slightly higher frequency of 70.5 meV (564 cm$^{-1}$) has been reported in a later study where multiple FK phonon excitations have been analyzed.16,17 In a combined experimental and theoretical approach, Oshima has studied the surface-phonon dispersions along the ΓX direction of the surface Brillouin zone (SBZ) by HREELS.10 Besides the intense FK phonon at 67.4 meV (543.6 cm$^{-1}$) at Γ, three additional phonon modes have been detected and assigned to Rayleigh (S1), Wallis (S2), and Lucas (S3) phonons. The principal surface-phonon dispersions have been compared with slab calculations using the shell model with parameters identical to the corresponding bulk values.10 The optical Wallis and Lucas phonons appear as gap modes corresponding to vibrations perpendicular and parallel to the surface, respectively.18,19 According to the calculations of Oshima, the Wallis (S2) mode is located in the gap of the optical band around the Γ point, whereas the Lucas (S3) mode is found between the projected acoustic and optical bulk bands.10 A later high-resolution HAS study determined the dispersion of the low-energy Rayleigh mode (RW, S1) and identified a surface phonon (S6) in the acoustic bulk gap near the X point [5, 6, 12,20]. However, as the authors noted, the observation of the latter mode is not compatible with the shell model calculations using the bulk values of the force constants also for the surface region.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The measurements have been performed in a two-chamber ultra-high vacuum (UHV) apparatus with a base pressure of about 3 × 10$^{-9}$ Pa, as described in detail elsewhere.21,22 In the preparation chamber that is equipped with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) optics, and temperature-programmed desorption facilities, the cleaning of the Ag(100) sample has been carried out by standard procedure that includes repeated cycles of Ar$^+$ sputtering (3 μA at 1 keV ion energy) and subsequent annealing at 700 K. The second chamber houses an HREEL spectrometer (Delta 05, Specs GmbH, Berlin) with a total energy resolution of...
about 1 meV ($\sim$8 cm$^{-1}$) and corresponding specular count rates of $10^6$ s$^{-1}$ at 4 eV for bare and adsorbate covered metal surfaces.\textsuperscript{22–24} In the present study, the phonon dispersions have been measured in off-specular geometry along the [011] direction, which corresponds to $\Gamma\overline{X}$ in the SBZ. The scattering geometry allows variation of the electron incidence as well as the emission angle. If not stated otherwise, a total reflection angle of 120° is used, and both incidence and emission angle are varied simultaneously as in previous studies.\textsuperscript{21,25}

The NiO(100) film with a thickness of approximately 25 ML has been prepared by layer-by-layer growth upon Ni evaporation in an oxygen pressure of $2 \times 10^{-7}$ mbar at 300 K.\textsuperscript{26,27} The deposition rate was 0.5 ML/min. The oxygen inlet has been realized via directional dosing ensuring a partial oxygen pressure at least one order of magnitude higher at the Ag(100) sample. Additionally, the NiO(100) films have been annealed at 550 K in the same oxygen atmosphere. The improvement of the ordering was monitored by HREELS and LEED. The NiO(100) thickness calibration has been realized a posteriori by observation of in situ growth oscillations during the beginning of the NiO growth using specular medium-energy electron reflection similar as for reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) with a relative accuracy of the thickness of 10%.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ordering of the NiO layer

For a 25-ML NiO(100) thin film on Ag(100), which has been grown as described above, the strong $(1 \times 1)$ LEED pattern is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. At this coverage, the film is already relaxed to the NiO bulk in plane lattice constant. The absence of additional LEED spots from a Moiré pattern or a mosaic superstructure due to the lattice mismatch of 2% with respect to Ag(100) ensures that electron back diffraction stems solely from the NiO thin film. Note that in the 10 to 20 ML range, we do observe mosaic and Moiré superstructure patterns in sequence as consequence of misfit dislocations and lattice mismatch. In comparison, the HREELS elastic-peak intensity between the centers (in $\Gamma\overline{X}\Gamma\overline{X}$ direction) of the first and second SBZs is shown in Fig. 1 for the 25-ML film. Using an electron energy of 144 eV, the elastic-peak intensity at the next $\Gamma\overline{X}$ point is approximately five times lower compared to the intensity at the center of the first SBZ. This corresponds well to the ratio between the first- and second-order spot intensities observed in LEED with similar electron energy (inset of Fig. 1).

B. Vibrational measurements at the $\overline{\Gamma}$ point

For NiO(100) thin films of 25 ML, the most intense loss in the specular HREEL spectrum corresponds to the excitation of the FK phonon polariton with an energy of $\hbar\omega = 559.0$ cm$^{-1}$ (69.3 meV). Figure 2 presents the loss and energy gain regions for a well-ordered 25-ML NiO(100)-(1 $\times$ 1) film where the dominant features originate from multiple FK phonon excitations and FK annihilation. As has been demonstrated for many oxide surfaces, the FK frequency and the spectral shape of the energy loss in specular scattering geometry is completely governed by the surface dielectric response.\textsuperscript{28,29} Here the energy of the FK phonon is directly related to the frequencies of the bulk transverse optical (TO) and the longitudinal optical (LO) phonons via

$$\hbar\omega = [(\varepsilon_0 + 1)/(\varepsilon_\infty + 1)]^{1/2}\hbar\omega_{TO},$$

where $\varepsilon_0$ and $\varepsilon_\infty$ are the static and high-frequency dielectric constants, respectively. Based on the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation, $\varepsilon_0$ is directly related to $\omega_{TO}$, $\omega_{LO}$, and $\varepsilon_\infty$. Based on the NiO bulk properties\textsuperscript{7} of $\varepsilon_0$ = 11.9, $\varepsilon_\infty$ = 5.25, and

![FIG. 1. (Color online) Elastic-peak intensity as function of momentum transfer $\Delta k_\parallel$ along the $\Gamma\overline{X}\Gamma\overline{X}$ direction. The energy of the scattered electron is 144 eV. The LEED pattern of NiO(100) for an electron energy of 149 eV is shown in the inset.](image1)

![FIG. 2. (Color online) High-resolution electron energy loss spectrum for a 25-ML-thick NiO(100) layer on Ag(100) in specular scattering geometry for an electron energy of 4 eV.](image2)
The change of its inelastic cross section, shown as open squares for comparison, for a NiO(100) single crystal and a primary energy of 41 eV are for the right side of the figure for every second spectrum. The structure of the first Brillouin zone in reciprocal space is shown in the inset.

**C. Experimental identification of different phonon modes**

To allow for a full phonon-dispersion mapping up to the SBZ boundary, a wide range of kinetic energies from 4 to 196 eV has been used as demonstrated in Fig. 4 for scattering along the high-symmetry ΓX direction. The SBZ with the high-symmetry points is indicated in the inset. Besides the FK phonon at about 559 cm\(^{-1}\), four additional low-frequency modes can be identified, namely the Rayleigh phonon with a strong dispersion between 0–175 cm\(^{-1}\) and modes at ∼180, ∼270, and ∼370 cm\(^{-1}\). The later modes show small dispersions, and their nature will be discussed below based on a comparison with bulk phonon calculations. The intensity of the loss at ∼270 cm\(^{-1}\) is weakest at low parallel momentum values, but the feature becomes dominant in the off-specular spectrum at high Δk\(_{∥}\) near the SBZ boundary at the X point (Fig. 4). The change of its inelastic cross section with momentum may be interpreted as due to a different polarization of the mode at low and high wave vectors. As discussed later, the mode might change its character at high Δk\(_{∥}\) toward a more decoupled surface phonon.

In general, the inelastic excitation cross sections also depend strongly on incident electron energy.\(^{21,33}\) Due to this electron energy dependence, it is possible to resolve different phonon modes by comparing the off-specular spectra obtained by different electron energies at a fixed momentum transfer. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 where HREEL spectra are compared for different energies but for a fixed Δk\(_{∥}\) = 0.76 Å\(^{-1}\). All four spectra in Fig. 5 should show the same phonon modes, and only the excitation cross sections might vary between the measurements. Therefore, all spectra have to be fitted consistently by the same set of phonon frequencies. This allows identifying six different phonon modes in Fig. 5. The spectrum taken at 144 eV clearly shows the presence of phonons at 139 and 210 cm\(^{-1}\). Whereas the former is also well confirmed at

\(\omega_{TO} = 388\ \text{cm}^{-1}\), we expect the surface FK phonon in the observed spectral range as discussed in full detail in the following and as reported previously for NiO films and single crystals.\(^{15,30}\) It is important to note that the spectral shape in the region of the FK phonon is independent on the electron kinetic energy since it is determined by the surface-loss function. This is shown in Fig. 3 for five different electron energies. The experimental energy resolution, here about 22–28 cm\(^{-1}\), is well below the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the phonon peak, which amounts to 60–62 cm\(^{-1}\) for all data sets in the kinetic energy range from 4 to 196 eV. Moreover, the same FWHM for the FK phonon has been measured by Oshima at 41 eV on a single crystal, as marked by red open squares in Fig. 3 for comparison.\(^{10}\) Therefore, the surface-loss function can be evaluated from the data and compared with high-resolution optical data for a NiO(100) single crystal.\(^{9}\) Note that the small shift between the data of Oshima and the data presented here is fully accounted for by the dielectric response at finite thickness for the 25-ML NiO(100) film. This thickness dependence has been evaluated previously for NiO as well as MnO on different substrates.\(^{31,32}\)

Besides the FK phonon peak, the HREEL spectrum in Fig. 2 shows strong losses at 421.2 cm\(^{-1}\) and 170.3 cm\(^{-1}\), which are clearly visible also on the energy-gain side. While the first peak is attributed to the NiO Wallis mode, the nature of the latter lower-frequency loss is less clear and will be assigned to a phonon-resonance feature. In the following discussion of the spectra, at the Γ point we identify additional phonons at 266.6 and 362 cm\(^{-1}\). Both, as well as the loss at 170.3 cm\(^{-1}\), are identified for the first time.
49 eV, the latter is only present as shoulder there (Fig. 5). These two phonon modes are visible on the energy loss as well as on the energy gain side of the spectra with intensities that strictly obey the relation

$$I_{\text{gain}}/I_{\text{loss}} = \exp(-\hbar \omega / kT),$$

where $T = 300$ K, as experiments have been performed at room temperature. This cross-section relation for phonon excitation and annihilation in HREELS has been used as strict constraint in the evaluation of the data. The spectrum with electron energy of 81 eV provides clear evidence for the phonon excitation at 278 cm$^{-1}$ (Fig. 5). With this input and the clear observation of a phonon at 354 cm$^{-1}$ in the 144 eV spectrum, in all four spectra the broad loss structure centered at about 340 cm$^{-1}$ can be decomposed into three separate contributions located at 278, 354, and 410 cm$^{-1}$.

The strongly dipole-active FK phonon is visible at all scattering conditions for electron energies between 4 and 196 eV. Its intensity is stronger in off-specular measurements at lower electron energies ($4–49$ eV), whereas at higher energies ($81–196$ eV), it is comparable to or lower as the lower-frequency losses (Fig. 5). Its intensity drops strongly with off-specular angle, and the remaining loss intensities at 559 cm$^{-1}$ in all off-specular data are interpreted as excitations of the FK phonon at $k_{||} = 0$ with additional (not momentum conserving) scattering at defects. Additionally, the excitation of combination losses between the strong FK phonon and other phonon modes has been observed. In fact, in the lowest spectrum in Fig. 5, the weak peak at 700 cm$^{-1}$ (colored in green) can be identified as combination of the FK phonon at about 559 cm$^{-1}$ (with $k_{||} = 0$) and the RW phonon at 139 cm$^{-1}$ with $k_{||} = 0.76$ Å$^{-1}$. Note that also a combination with a RW gain peak at 420 cm$^{-1}$ is compatible with experimental data. The phonon peaks in Fig. 5 at 139, 210, and 275 cm$^{-1}$ show line widths of 40 to 50 cm$^{-1}$, which are all significantly broader than the experimental resolution used here and as extracted from the width of the zero loss peak ($22–28$ cm$^{-1}$ in the different spectra of Fig. 5). This additional phonon broadening might correspond to a finite phonon lifetime or a fast phonon dephasing.

D. Surface phonons at $\bar{X}$ point

At the SBZ boundary at the $\bar{X}$ point, we observe six phonon-induced losses, as displayed in Fig. 6. The most intense features are attributed to the excitations of FK and Rayleigh phonons at $\sim 558$ cm$^{-1}$ and 173.3 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. The figure demonstrates that the FK phonon intensity has an inverse dependence on the electron kinetic energy, and at low energies it dominates in the loss spectra. On the other hand, the Rayleigh phonon together with the newly detected phonons at 194, 350, and 408 cm$^{-1}$ dominate at higher electron energies.
Similar to the off-specular spectrum at $\Delta k_\| = 0.76 \text{ Å}^{-1}$ in Fig. 5, we observe again the broad loss due to the combined excitations of Rayleigh and FK phonons. These losses are colored in green in the spectra for low electron energies of 36 and 49 eV (Fig. 6). A significantly stronger intensity variation with electron energy is observed for the phonon at 285 cm$^{-1}$, which will be attributed to the $S_6$ gap mode between projected acoustic bulk bands (see also Fig. 7). Its maximum intensity is measured at an electron energy of 81 eV, whereas at 49 eV the excitation cross section vanishes.

### E. Surface-phonon dispersion

In Fig. 7, the surface-phonon dispersion derived from a large data set of inelastic HREELS measurements along the high-symmetry $\Gamma X$ direction is shown together with the projected bulk phonon bands (hatched areas). The latter are derived from our frozen-phonon (PHONOPY) calculations using the DFT + U approach (QuantumEspresso) with an exchange-correlation functional of PBESOL (USPP) and an effective Hubbard U of 5.77 eV. It is worth mentioning that our frozen-phonon calculation for the bulk antiferromagnetic Type-II NiO, which uses an energy cutoff of 60 Ry and a $6 \times 6 \times 6$ $k$-mesh for the 32-atom $2 \times 2 \times 2$ supercell, can well reproduce the bulk phonon dispersion by Floris et al. calculated by density functional perturbation theory.\(^5\)

In Fig. 7, the results from previous HREELS\(^{10}\) and HAS\(^{12,20}\) studies for a NiO(100) single crystal are also marked for comparison by open squares and circles, respectively. In general, our experimental data can be separated into six phonon branches. The lowest-frequency branch is attributed to the excitation of the RW phonon $S_1$, which is in very good agreement with the previous results of Oshima\(^{10}\) and Witte et al. for NiO single crystals.\(^{12,20}\) The latter studies reported for the RW frequency at the $\Gamma$ point a value of 180 cm$^{-1}$ (22.3 meV), whereas we measure a value of 173.3 $\pm$ 0.4 cm$^{-1}$ (21.5 meV). The slightly higher frequency for this peak reported by the HAS study\(^{12,20}\) might result from additional spectral weight from the next phonon branch, which is near the $\bar{X}$ point very close to the RW (Fig. 7, marked in green). The phonon branch directly above the RW starts from $\sim 175 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ at the $\Gamma$ point and reaches 194 cm$^{-1}$ at the $\bar{X}$ point. This mode is reported for the first time here and can be seen as a strong and well-resolved peak in the second spectrum in Fig. 5 for an electron energy of 144 eV. It runs through a region of surface-projected bulk bands approximately following the flat-band edge of a bulk LA phonon band, which appears at the $\Gamma$ point at 200 cm$^{-1}$ due to the antiferromagnetic ordering. The newly observed surface mode therefore has the character of a surface resonance. A similar situation has been observed for CoO(100) near the $\bar{M}$ point where a phonon branch is predicted and described like an "optical" Rayleigh phonon $S_1'$ because its frequency is very close to that of the RW.\(^{12}\) This $S_1'$ surface phonon at the $\bar{M}$ point represents a vibration of the oxygen ions whereas the Co ions are not moving.\(^{12}\)

The third phonon branch, which begins at 266 cm$^{-1}$ at $\Gamma$, displays only a weak dispersion up to 285 cm$^{-1}$ at the $\bar{X}$ point (Fig. 7). It has weaker intensity for smaller momenta, and only beyond $k_\| = 0.75 \text{ Å}^{-1}$ does it gain spectral weight. This can be seen directly in Fig. 4 for an electron energy of 81 eV. This behavior can be understood by looking at the projected bulk phonon bands in Fig. 7. Whereas initially this mode is only a weak surface resonance, it disperses in the projected bulk band gap at about 0.7 Å$^{-1}$ and becomes a true surface phonon. At the $\bar{X}$ point, this phonon, labeled $S_6$, is dominating the spectrum at energy of 81 eV, as can be seen in Fig. 6 as well-resolved loss and gain peaks. This mode has been also detected by HAS for momentum transfer values higher than 0.65 Å$^{-1}$, in good agreement with our observations.\(^{12}\) Note that our data indicate a well-developed surface-phonon character for this mode, which was under debate in the previous HAS study and which compares well with the case of CoO(100).\(^{12}\)

The fourth phonon branch, which is marked as $S_4$ in Fig. 7, is identified as the Lucas mode in good agreement with previous HREELS and HAS\(^{5,6}\) studies.\(^{10,12,20}\) It exhibits a small dispersion between $\Gamma$ and $\bar{X}$ from $\sim 367$ to 350 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. In comparison to the bulk phonon data, one realizes that the Lucas mode that is typically located in the gap between the acoustic and optical bulk bands passes through the projected bulk density of states, which is marked as hatched area in Fig. 7. The related bulk modes are, however, the LA modes that are back-folded by the antiferromagnetic order, whereas in the nonmagnetic case in this spectral region, there is a bulk-phonon gap. Therefore, the low bulk density of states might explain why the Lucas mode still has spectral weight at the surface.

The phonon mode that starts from 425 cm$^{-1}$ at the $\Gamma$ point is experimentally observed throughout the SBZ and exhibits a small downward dispersion to 408 cm$^{-1}$ at the $\bar{X}$ point. Therefore, it starts at $k_\| = 0$ above the flat bulk TO modes.
at \( \Gamma \) and disperses slightly into the bulk bands at the \( \bar{X} \) point based on the calculated bulk phonon dispersion. This mode is assigned to the Wallis (S2) mode, in agreement with the modeling of Witte et al.\(^{15}\) Initially it was observed for the NiO(100) single crystal by Oshima\(^{10}\) in the vicinity of the \( \bar{\Gamma} \) point, as marked by open squares in Fig. 7. However, our data (full symbols in Fig. 7) show a continuous dispersion of this branch up to the \( \bar{X} \) point where the mode character switches to a surface resonance.

The highest-frequency FK mode at about 559 cm\(^{-1}\) is present in all spectra but does not show any peak shift with variation of the off-specular angle. As we discuss later in detail, this peak is dominantly excited by dipole scattering and therefore is determined by the FK frequency at \( k_1 = 0 \) in all spectra. Furthermore, this mode corresponds to the phonon polaritons, which is a coupled surface excitation of the TO phonon with the electromagnetic field and is not considered in the phonon dispersion of Fig. 7. However, since its frequency for NiO is close to the bulk LO frequency at \( \Gamma \), we can compare the experimental point for \( \Delta k_1 = 0 \) with the calculated bulk LO data in Fig. 7. The FK phonon agrees well with the top of the calculated bulk LO band at \( \Gamma \), which underlines a correct theoretical description here.

Note that we find an additional weak loss feature, which shows a strong and initially linear dispersion between \( \bar{\Gamma} \) and \( \bar{X} \), as can be seen, e.g., in Fig. 5(a) at about 700 cm\(^{-1}\) for \( \Delta k_1 = 0.76 \) Å\(^{-1}\). It is assigned to a combination band of the FK phonon and the acoustic Rayleigh phonon. This assignment explains fully the strong dispersion that runs parallel to the RW phonon.

### F. Surface-phonon polariton

Within the dipolar-scattering mechanism and for sufficient thick layers, the intensities of dipolar losses with respect to the elastic peak are proportional to \( E_0^{-1/2} \) (\( E_0 \) is the primary electron energy), whereas for ultrathin or adsorbate layers, this dependence is expected to be \( E_0^{-1} \) (see Ref. 34). Figure 8(a) shows the relative intensity of the FK phonon polariton in a double logarithmic plot as a function of the primary electron energy. A linear curve fitting to the experimental data results in a slope of \(-0.61\). This value is close to the expected \(-0.5\) for thick films, which indicates the dominant role of the dipolar-scattering mechanism in electron-FK phonon interaction and underlines a sufficient NiO layer thickness.

The dipolar excitation of the FK phonon is considered a small-angle scattering event; therefore, it should be visible in narrow momentum transfer region around the \( \bar{\Gamma} \) point. On the other hand, in Figs. 5 and 6, the FK phonon peak is visible under all scattering conditions. Similarly, we note that the elastic peak is also visible under all scattering conditions and not only around the \( \bar{\Gamma} \) point. For both, the zero-loss elastic and the FK phonon peak, the integrated intensities (peak areas) are shown in Fig. 8(b) as a function of parallel momentum for a primary energy of 49 eV. The intensities of both peaks decrease strongly with parallel momentum by more than three orders of magnitude. This behavior is expected for dipolar scattering with \( \Delta k_1 = 0 \), where the off-specular intensity is due to additional nonmomentum conserving scattering from surface defects. The approximately proportional decrease of both intensities is therefore a strong indication that the observed FK peaks along the \( \bar{\Gamma} \bar{X} \) direction are only replicas from the specular \( \Delta k_1 = 0 \) spectra.

Finally, we discuss the specific line shape of the FK phonon and compare it with recent high-resolution optical data for a NiO(100) single crystal. As we have shown in Fig. 3, the spectral response in the region of the FK phonon polariton is independent of the specific electron energy. It follows approximately the dielectric surface-loss function

\[
I(\omega) \sim \Im \left( \frac{\varepsilon(\omega)}{\varepsilon(\omega) + 1} \right)
\]

where \( \varepsilon(\omega) \) is the complex dielectric function of bulk NiO. This relation holds if the phonon properties within the NiO film can be fully described by the NiO bulk properties and describes the surface-bound phonon polariton.\(^{13,14}\) The complex bulk dielectric function is on the other hand experimentally accessible from high-resolution infrared reflectivity measurements and a Kramers-Kronig analysis via

\[
R(\omega) = \frac{\sqrt{\varepsilon(\omega)} - 1}{\sqrt{\varepsilon(\omega)} + 1}^2
\]

To retrieve the surface-loss function, the bulk reflectivity data of Kant et al.\(^{7}\) as shown by open symbols in Fig. 9(a), have been modeled with a generalized oscillator model. The model (solid red line) describes the experiment well and is described by a high-frequency permittivity \( \varepsilon_\infty = 5.25 \) and two independent transversal optical eigenfrequencies at 399 and 563 cm\(^{-1}\) with damping terms of 13.8 and 68 cm\(^{-1}\). This generalized oscillator model is frequently used to describe the dielectric response in the phonon region of transition metal oxides. With very similar fitting parameters of two oscillators, it has been applied earlier to the NiO bulk properties in the work of Gielisse et al. and Mochizuki et al.\(^{53,36}\) Note that a description based on a single damped oscillator, as shown by the dashed blue line in Fig. 9(a), fails to describe the details of the reflectivity. Especially, the step-like behavior in the reflectivity at about 560 cm\(^{-1}\) requires a second oscillator, which corresponds to a splitting of the optical modes.
the surface-loss function has been also calculated for a reduced second phonon damping constant (from 68 to 50 cm$^{-1}$) but with otherwise unchanged parameters. It is plotted in Fig. 9(b) as a green dotted line for comparison and results in two 50 cm$^{-1}$ separated maxima as can be clearly seen. This comparison shows directly that the FK splitting due to the bulk optical phonon splitting accounts for the experimental FK lineshape.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The surface-phonon dispersion of a 25-ML-thick NiO(100) layer on Ag(100) has been studied by HREELS along the high-symmetry $\Gamma X$ direction and compared with theoretical data. The epitaxial layer that has been grown at room temperature is well-ordered, as evidenced by monitoring the elastic peak intensity between the centers of two neighboring SBZ along $\Gamma X \Gamma'$ direction. Along the $\Gamma X$ direction of the SBZ, six different surface phonons have been identified by analysis of spectra recorded under different scattering geometries and with primary electron kinetic energies between 4 and 196 eV. All surface-phonon dispersion data are compared with DFT $+$ $U$ calculations of the surface-projected bulk phonon bands to address spectral regions in reciprocal space that allow true surface modes. The experimentally determined acoustic surface Rayleigh phonon ($S_1$) shows a strong upward dispersion up to 173 cm$^{-1}$ at the $X$ point, in good agreement with HAS data for a NiO(100) single crystal.\textsuperscript{35} Its dispersion follows the bulk acoustic band edge. The Wallis ($S_3$) and the Lucas ($S_4$) surface phonons have been observed at 425 and 367 cm$^{-1}$ at the $\Gamma$ point, respectively. Both modes show only a weak downward dispersion from the $\Gamma$ to the $X$ point. At energies below the Lucas mode, the $S_6$ surface phonon is observed at the zone boundary, which turns into a surface resonance at the zone center. Additionally, a new phonon mode has been identified at the zone boundary at 194 cm$^{-1}$. In summary, besides the FK phonon, the dispersion of five additional surface-phonon modes has been determined and compared with the surface-projected bulk phonons. These data might stimulate more involved calculation of the surface phonons, which could then allow a deeper understanding of the character of the surface excitations and their coupling to bulk modes.

The FK phonon polariton, which is located at 559 cm$^{-1}$ independent of the scattering condition, is the most intense energy loss at nearly all scattering conditions. Its dispersionless behavior is explained by a dominant dipole-scattering mechanism for this mode. The FK loss shows a specific non-Lorentzian lineshape, which is compatible with a surface phonon-polariton splitting resulting from the splitting of bulk optical phonons due to the antiferromagnetic order. Calculations of the surface-loss function via the complex dielectric function from literature data of the normal-incidence reflectivity of a NiO(100) single crystal support this proposition.
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